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The Paper That Tells Both Sides

Chinese Accused Of Slaying ‘Riverman’

Of course, the story about ‘Fast Surtax Vote Falters’ is about a political issue related to a tax bill. The story mentions that the fast surtax vote is a key issue in the current legislative session, and the outcome of this vote will have significant implications for the economy and the budget. The story also highlights the political divisions and the challenges faced by lawmakers in reaching a consensus on the tax bill.

The story about ‘Garfield Vote Strain In Wind?’ is about a political candidate’s campaign. The candidate, Garfield, is facing strain in his efforts to win the vote. The story suggests that Garfield’s campaign is struggling to gain support, and he is facing significant challenges in winning over voters. The story also indicates that Garfield’s campaign may need to adjust its strategy to overcome these challenges.

The story about ‘City Clergy Shun Blacks’ Money Bid’ is about a controversy involving a clergy group’s decision to refuse to accept money from a black organization. The story highlights the tension between the clergy group and the black organization, and the controversy surrounding the decision to refuse the money.

The story about ‘Sinatra, 69, wins a suit over libel’ is about a legal case involving the famous singer, Frank Sinatra. The story reports that Sinatra has won a libel suit, and the case has implications for the entertainment industry and the legal profession.

The story about ‘NASA ALTERS TIME’ is about a change in plans by NASA. The story mentions that NASA has altered the landing time for a mission, and the change has implications for the mission’s success. The story also highlights the challenges faced by NASA in managing the mission.

The story about ‘Cigarette Ads Going’ is about a proposed phase-out of cigarette advertising. The story suggests that the phase-out will have significant implications for the tobacco industry and public health. The story also highlights the challenges faced by the industry in adapting to the phase-out.

The story about ‘Broadcasters Set 1973 Phase-Out’ is about a proposed phase-out of television advertising. The story mentions that broadcasters have set the phase-out date for 1973, and the story highlights the implications of this decision for the industry and the media landscape.
Leo, Dewey Drown Out Witness

The two brothers drowned in the town's dam, but police have not yet found the body of the young boy who was last seen with them. The boy had been playing with his brother in the water when he suddenly disappeared. Police are搜查 the area around the dam, but so far have found no sign of the missing boy.

Second-Story Man

A man has been arrested for breaking into a second-story window of a local business. The man was seen entering the building and police believe he may have been involved in a burglary. The investigation is ongoing and more details will be released as they become available.

Insurers Say Profits 'Nil' Due To Hail

Insurance companies are reporting low profits due to recent hail storms. The storms have caused widespread damage and have forced many companies to pay out large claims. The insurance industry is calling for better planning and preparedness to help mitigate the impact of future storms.
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GREAT REDUCTIONS ON EVERY SIMMONS MATTRESS*
IN OUR 1968 STOCK

TWIN, FULL AND SUPER SIZE BEDDING AT SHOW & SALE SAVINGS

 Aren't you glad you waited till now to buy new bedding? Today, take advantage of our spectacular sale of Simmons bedding and make great savings on mattresses and box springs for every bed in your house. Find twin, full and super sizes reshaped, regardless of their 1968 nationally advertised price. If you want a new mattress for the guest room, a new box springs for the children or just to sleep better on a bigger bed - shop early at Evans for best selections while quantities last!

**FAIR TRADE ITEMS EXCLUDED**

**EARLY BIRD SPECIAL, JUST 50**
FINE MATTRESSES OR SPRINGS

**39.00**
COMPARE AT 49.95

Our lowest price on Simmons bedding. Choose next, extra firm mattress, box or bed. Matching box spring, now $39.00.

**JUST 176 SMOOTH TOP FIRM INNERSPRING MATTRESSES**

**49.00**
COMPARE AT 69.95

In stock at this low price today on our new Simmons luxury mattresses. Twin or full, bed size. Matching box spring, now 49.00.

**JUST 286 SIMMONS MATTRESSES**
AT BIG SAVINGS OF 21.50

**44.50**
COMPARE AT 66.00

Mattress with 300 extra-firm coils and soft foam. Comes in all sizes. Twin matching box spring, now 44.50.

**JUST 97 EXTRA FIRM SIMMONS MATTRESSES QUILTED WITH FOAM**

**50.00**
COMPARE AT 75.00

Extra firm quilted mattress with foam. Twin or full. Matching box spring, 91.00.

**JUST 32 LUXURY MATTRESSES**
IN DECORATOR TICKING, SAVVIE

**53.00**
COMPARE AT 79.50

Mattress and box spring in decorator ticking. Twin or full, bed size. Matching box spring, now 53.00.

**JUST 12 SIMMONS QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS PLUS BOX SPRING SETS**

**129.00**
COMPARE AT 199.50

Garland-edge-top mattress, especially constructed matching box spring. 87" x 67", bed-size for super queen size sleeping space.

**JUST 16 SIMMONS KING SIZE MATTRESS PLUS 2 BOX SPRINGS**

**199.00**

Compare at 299.00

Twin mattress plus two box springs. Save 100.00. Get a king-size mattress 76" x 87", long and 2 matching box springs.